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a b s t r a c t

Bulk data dissemination is a basic building block for enabling a variety of applications in wire-

less sensor networks such as software update, network bug fixing, surveillance video distri-

bution, etc. The recent structure based approach looks promising for efficient dissemination

since it facilitates transmission and sleep scheduling. However, a number of limitations exist

in existing structured protocols. In this paper, we propose a correlated core based solution for

efficient bulk data dissemination in wireless sensor networks (called CoCo+). CoCo+ has three

salient features. First, CoCo+ is based on an efficient node selection algorithm for constructing

the core structure by exploiting link correlation (called Correlated Core). Second, CoCo+ em-

ploys a novel consecutive transmission mechanism, which allows out-of-order transmissions

and reduces propagation delay. Third, CoCo+ uses a novel lightweight negotiation mechanism

that greatly reduces negotiation overhead as compared to the existing structured protocols.

We implement CoCo+ with TinyOS/TelosB and conduct both simulation and testbed experi-

ments. Results show that our proposed solution outperforms the state-of-the-art by 52.3 and

49.6% in terms of the number of transmissions and the completion time, respectively.

© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

A wireless sensor network (WSN) is composed of a large

number of small, inexpensive sensor nodes that integrate

sensing, computation, and wireless communication capa-

bilities [1]. Bulk data dissemination is used to distribute a

large data object reliably to all network nodes in a multi-

hop manner. It is one of the key enabling techniques for

many WSN applications (e.g., software deployment, repro-

gramming, surveillance video distribution, etc. [2] [3]) and

has attracted much research attention [4–11]. Dissemination

has the following requirements: (1) full reliability. Due to
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that data dissemination is often used for software update,

command distribution, etc., each node is required to receive

the data object in its entirety. (2) energy efficiency. We reg-

ularly face the requirement for software update and main-

tenance. For example as reported in [12], the software ver-

sion increases from 158 to 285 during Dec. 2010–April 2011.

Therefore, the energy efficiency of dissemination has a large

impact on the network lifetime. (3) low latency. Since dis-

semination is often used for software update, during which

the network would be temporarily down, the dissemination

should be done as soon as possible. Due to the above re-

quirements, most existing dissemination protocols segment

a large data object into several pages for a page-by-page,

pipelined transmission. A three-way handshake (ADV-REQ-

DATA) protocol is typically used to ensure data consistency.

According to the propagation manner, existing work can

be basically divided into two categories: structureless and
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structured protocols. Structureless protocols [5,7] use sim-

ple flooding for data propagation from the sink to all network

nodes. Differently, structured protocols [9,10] establish a net-

work core structure before data dissemination. Such struc-

ture can be, for example, Connected Dominating Set (CDS)

employed in CORD [10]. Data dissemination is first done

by propagating the data object to all the core nodes, each

core node then disseminates the object to their neighboring

nodes. Structured protocols explicitly select the set of core

nodes which are responsible for forwarding the data object

to the rest of the network, and data propagation can be done

in a more efficient way by appropriate transmission and sleep

scheduling. They introduce less broadcast overhead as com-

pared to structureless protocols that are prone to the broad-

cast storm problem. Hence, it offers a good solution for dense

and low-power wireless sensor networks.

In nutshell, core structure construction, data transmis-

sion and negotiation are three fundamental building blocks

of structured dissemination. However, a number of limita-

tions exist in all the three building blocks in the existing

structured protocols. First, the core constructions fail to con-

sider link correlation. Link correlation is often identified as

the correlation of packet receptions on different links [13].

For example, if two links are strongly correlated, we can in-

fer that when one link’s receiver receives/loses a packet, the

other link’s receiver is much likely to receive/lose that packet.

Link correlation has shown a great impact on the efficiency

of broadcast, i.e., transmissions are more efficient when link

correlation is stronger [13–15]. Existing structured protocols

ignore link correlation when selecting the core nodes. As a re-

sult, the selected core nodes may have poor link correlation,

which can seriously affect the transmission efficiency. While

link correlation has been effective to achieving more efficient

flooding [14] [15], no existing work has been done to exploit

link correlation for structured dissemination in wireless sen-

sor networks.

Second, the existing page-by-page reliable transmission

mechanism is not efficient. In CORD, the state-of-art work,

a sender has to deliver an entire page to its receivers be-

fore transmitting the next page. As wireless links are usu-

ally unreliable, a page may need multiple transmission

rounds to be fully delivered. For example, a sender tends

to transmit 10 pages (each page consists of 10 packets) to

a receiver with link quality of 90%. The first round trans-

mits 10 packets among which one packet is lost. In the

second round, it only re-transmits the missing packet. As

a result, it takes two rounds to transmit a page. In to-

tal, there will be 20 transmission rounds, with 10 rounds

transmitting 10 packets each and another 10 rounds re-

transmitting only one packet each. The problem lies in re-

transmission which is less efficient. Obviously, it needs more

transmission rounds which (1) increase the propagation de-

lay, (2) and also incur more negotiation overheads. Ide-

ally, if we can combine the re-transmissions for the missing

10 packets into one transmission round, it would be much

efficient.

Third, the three-way handshake mechanism (ADV-REQ-

DATA) may incur considerable message overhead in struc-

tured protocols. (i) the ADV messages are originally de-

signed for discovering neighbors and data packets when

there are no underlying structures. It becomes necessary as

in structured dissemination, each node has a fixed parent

and child nodes and always receives data packets from its

parent. (ii) when a node receives ADVs and identifies use-

ful data, it will prepare an REQ message. Before the REQ

transmission, a back-off timer is used to avoid possible col-

lisions. However, existing REQ back-off timer is set to be con-

stant, e.g., 256 ms for CORD. It may incur large delay over-

head in sparse networks and severe REQ collision in dense

networks.

To address the above limitations, in this paper, we pro-

pose CoCo+, an energy efficient bulk data dissemination pro-

tocol built on CoCo [16], that efficiently cope with the above

limitations using three separate improving approaches. First,

inspired by recent works on link correlation [15,17], we for-

mally model the relationship between expected number of

transmissions (ETX) and link correlation when establishing

the core structure. Nodes with strong link correlation and

better link quality are more likely to be selected. As a re-

sult, the transmission overhead can be reduced. Second, we

propose a novel transmission mechanism to reduce both

propagation delay and redundant transmissions. For each

transmission round, we allow out of order transmissions. In-

stead of sending only the missing packets from last page,

we top up a full page-size batch with more packets from

the next pages for transmission. In this way, we make use

of each transmission round more efficient. Third, we opti-

mize the three-way handshake by eliminating ADVs and em-

ploy an adaptive back-off timer to avoid REQ collisions as

well as reduce delay under different network densities. It is

worth noting that CoCo+ reserves the coordinated transmis-

sion/sleep scheduling in CORD [10]. We implement CoCo+

in TinyOS and evaluate its performance by extensive exper-

iments and simulation. The results show that CoCo+ outper-

forms the state-of-the-art work by 52.3 and 49.6% in terms

of the number of transmissions and the completion time,

respectively.

In summary, the paper makes the following contributions.

1. We design a core construction algorithm for more effi-

cient transmission, which exploits link correlation to ac-

curately estimate a potential sender’s expected number

of transmissions (ETX), and select the nodes with small

ETX as core nodes.

2. We propose a novel consecutive transmission mech-

anism, which can transmit packets in an out of or-

der fashion, and effectively reduces the propagation

delay.

3. We optimize the three-way handshake mechanism in

structured protocols, reducing the negotiation message

overhead and REQ collisions with different network

densities.

The latter two contributions are the main differences of

CoCo+ from the conference version CoCo [16]. The rest of the

paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the re-

lated work. Section 3 describes the motivation of this work by

two examples. Section 4 describes the key improving mecha-

nisms in CoCo+. Section 5 gives the detailed design of CoCo+.

Section 6 reports the evaluations by comparing its perfor-

mance with both CORD and Deluge. Section 8 concludes our

work.
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